A. If in "Program Lock" mode (one touch operation) to program – you must go into the "Program UNLock" mode – to do this:

1. Open the door

2. WHILE 1st pressing the "STOP/RESET" pad, THEN press the "PROG" pad and hold them until a "P" appears in the display. (about 5 seconds)

3. Close the door and wait for the display to go blank. (about 1 min)

B. To program one of the pads for a new menu item:

1. With the door closed and the display blank.

2. Press the "Prog" pad ("prog" should flash in the display.)

3. Press the numbered pad you wish to re-program.

4. Press the "Power Level" pad (this will clear any existing time and put the oven in "High" power).

5. Press the numbered pads that will enter the time (7 then 0 then 0 for 7:00)

6. Press the "Prog" pad.

7. You now have programmed the pad – you can continue to program other pads or return to "Program Lock" (one touch operation).

8. To return to "Program Lock" – (the display must be blank) just press and hold the "Prog" pad until a "P L" appears in the display (about 5 seconds).